Hopping Around Lake Stevens
Easter Egg Hunt Clues
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Solve the clues below/use Google Maps BEFORE you start the hunt…many eggs are close to each other at
businesses, organizations, and parks throughout Lake Stevens.
Business/organization QR codes will be at their front entrance windows/doors. Park QR codes will be at their
information booths or near other park signage.
Open your smart phone camera to scan the QR code, follow the link and please read all instructions
before submitting your entry. You will not be able to return to the entry page once submitted.
One entry per family per egg.
The Lake Stevens City government lives here.
I have hundreds of stories, but I can't tell them.
The indoor portion of the Lake Stevens' Farmers Market happened here last summer.
Dedicated to gathering historical information and artifacts of Lake Stevens.
We are the house of worship on the same street as the Lake Stevens School District office.
If you found the location above us, find our egg at our preschool .
We are the house of worship across from the Lake Stevens High School football field.
We are an espresso stand named for a baseball term where you make a complete circuit of the bases and score
a run.
I think I have the best disc-golf course in the world!
After a day of playing disc-golf, visiting us down the street is always a sweet treat!
Our name may mean 'desert' but our pizza is never dry!
Movies and Music in The Park happens here every year.
If you are ‘visiting’ Lake Stevens, you should come here first for ‘information’.
Find this egg in the park near the City's community garden.
We serve and protect the community.
If you found the location above us, we are not too far away, just 'adjust' your way down the street, you will be
‘back’ with us in no time.
We are the first retail gun shop in Lake Stevens.
Our slogan is 'A Sub Above'.
My named used to be Wyatt Park.
If you see our yellow car logo, someone is getting ‘schooled’ in defensive driving techniques
If you subtract 24 from 100, you'll get our name! There are two of us to visit, one is a Trestle the other a Pioneer.
If you subtract 24 from 100, you'll get our name! There are two of us to visit, one is a Trestle the other a Pioneer.
I'm named after a male sheep.
We keep your money safe between a Master and a Dragon!
We are an auto salon named after the moisture that builds up in the Pacific around Hawaii and can wallop the
West Coast with heavy rainfall and snow.
We're a 'Team' when it comes to keeping you healthy and fit.
If you found the location listed above, we are really close by, just 'adjust' and you will be ‘back’ with us.
We opened our barbershop in Duvall and now we have a Lake Stevens location, but we won’t be seeing ‘red’.
We keep you 'well balanced' with 'nutrition', personal training and yoga.
I'm nearby the businesses listed above, helping you relax and go with the 'flow'.
I'm also near the businesses listed above, I create beautiful and long 'eye-opening' experiences.
We are 'Pros' when it comes to PT; we have two locations, one in Marysville and one in Lake Stevens.
We believe that 'Less is More' when it comes to your health.
We are the house of worship across the highway from Hillcrest Elementary.

